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Content
In this course the student will develop skills in appropriately organising the content of a website or an information product.
This includes the creation and use of controlled vocabularies, taxonomies, labelling and categorisation with regard to:





Navigational support
Target group adapted information architecture
Structuring of content in a content management system (CMS)
Metadata and search engine optimisation

Learning Outcomes
After having passed the course the student should be able to, concerning:
Knowledge and understanding
1.1 Define and describe the relationships between central concepts of content management.
1.2 Explain the principles of information architecture in relation to the organisation of content.
1.3 Explain the role of different types of metadata for the representation of the content.
Competence and skills
2.1 Adapt the navigational structure of a website to different audiences and devices.
2.2 Analyse and describe the information architecture of a website or an information product.
2.3 Perform target group adapted search engine optimisation of a website through the use of metadata.
Judgement and approach
3.1 Evaluate and scientifically argue for the appropriateness of an information architecture.
3.2 Demonstrate the ability to evaluate strategies for content management with regard to sustainable web development.
Forms of Teaching
Teaching forms comprise:




lectures
exercises
seminars

The language of instruction is English.

Forms of Examination
Examination of the course occurs through:
- Seminar: Controlled vocabularies
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
Credits: 1.5
Grading scale: U-G
- Written assignment: Website analysis
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.3, 2.2, 2.2, 3.2
Credits: 3.0
Grading scale: A-F
Project work: Organisation of web content
Learning outcomes: 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.3, 3.1
Credits: 3.0
Grading scale: A-F
For the grade E on the whole course, at minimum the grade E is required on the course components Report: Website analysis
and Project: Organisation of web content, as well as the grade G on the course component Seminar: Controlled vocabularies.
The grade for the whole course is determined by the weighted average of the grades for the course components Report:
Website analysis and Project: Organisation of web content, by translating these grades into a numerical grading scale.
Seminars can be replaced by other forms of examination specified in the course syllabus if the student has failed to fulfil the
seminar requirements, or has been absent.
In the event of changes in the course syllabus, students who wish to complete courses can be examined on the basis of the most
recent version of the syllabus. For courses that are no longer running, students who wish to complete such courses can
participate in all of or parts of an equivalent course.
Student rights and obligations at examination are in accordance with guidelines and rules for
the University of Borås.
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Student Influence and Evaluation
Students assessments of courses will be systematically collected in written and/or oral form and reported back to students.
Assessments will form the basis of the future development of courses. See further the University's policy for course evaluation:
the University College of Borås, 7th June 2005, dnr 56-02-10.
Miscellaneous
The course is a freestanding course.

